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When companies hire they often do so in response to a problem: Their pipeline may 

be too big for their current team to handle; they need more revenue in the pipeline 

and more deals closed; they are losing market share; they are replacing an under-

performing member of their team but want to wait to make sure it is the right 

choice to start over; or they have a new vacancy which needs to be filled. Compa-

nies, therefore, begin the hiring process when a problem already exists and needs to 

be solved in a reactive manner. The Renaissance Network often hears from prospec-

tive clients that they are not yet ready to hire but may be looking to add to their 

sales and leadership teams in a few months in response to one or more of these 

problems. With our aggressive approach to hunting, we can uncover candidates at 

any time to meet our client’s needs; however, had we engaged with our clients 

sooner, in a more proactive approach to hiring, many of our clients would experi-

ence fewer of the consequences associated with reactive hiring. The Renaissance 

Network is pleased to offer our white paper on:  

The Top 10 Reasons Why Proactive Hiring Saves Time and Money  

PROACTIVE VS. REACTIVE HIRING: TOP 10         

REASONS WHY PROACTIVE HIRING SAVES TIME 

AND MONEY 

“There is a science to implementing your sales 

and marketing strategy and building out the team 

necessary to execute on that strategy. It takes 

time, commitment, and forward thinking. When 

you delay until your hiring problem can no longer 

be ignored, you lose the luxury to wait for the best 

person to grow your business and the capacity to 

be objective about who is the best.”  

~ Lisa Sacchetti, CEO of The Renaissance Network  
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When companies hire responsively, they hire in response to a problem their hiring 

manager is experiencing in the present—the hiring manager will be already experi-

encing some kind of pain within their sales team (vacant positions, unfulfilled quo-

tas, lost market share, etc.). Therefore, by the time a company makes the decision 

to hire, they are already experiencing diminished customer relationships, depleted 

team morale, and most importantly, lost revenue and pipeline, and will continue to 

lose time, resources, and revenue, as they execute their hiring strategy.  

Once the hiring company starts their search, companies open themselves up to a 

variety of problems within their hiring process—all of which cost them more time 

and more lost revenue. First the company will post their job; then they will run in-

coming candidates through their hiring process (or take the necessary time associat-

ed to hunt the best candidate to build their business), then they will close a candi-

date who will give 2 weeks notice. As a result, an additional 6-8 weeks will be lost to 

close their search with an aggressive approach to complete their search. By the time 

a new hire comes on board, has adjusted to the company, and has developed a 

strong pipeline, months may pass before the new hire is truly making an impact on 

the hiring manager’s team, particularly dependent traditional sales calendar and the 

typical sales cycle for your products within the Education space and for your prod-

ucts. As a result of the responsive hiring process, a company costs itself valuable 

time and lost revenue.  

To calculate your own lost revenue, please contact TRN to request The Renaissance  

Network’s Sales Opportunity Calculator. 

THE CONSEQUENCES 

ASSOCIATED WITH     

REACTIVE HIRING  

In contrast, proactive hiring allows you to preemptively put a plan in place  for devel-

oping a stronger sales team before the hiring manager experience  a problem or the 

problem has made a deep impact on your revenue.  Companies proactively hiring 

can put strategy in place for their hiring  process, develop the competencies neces-

sary to be a successful addition  to the sales team prior to starting their hiring pro-

cess, and reduce their search times, the consequences associated with reactive hir-

ing, and  revenue loss. By anticipating future needs, companies which employ  pro-

active hiring will be able to reduce the risks associated with an  underperforming 

sales team.  

1. Reduces Customer Fall-Out: With a vacancy on your team, or a sales person who 

is failing to build relationships with your customers, customers will look to your 

competitors who are offering them the customer service and experience they 

desire. The longer you wait to hire, the more time you give for your customers to 

reach out to your competitors. Proactive hiring allows you to reduce customer 

fall out by making the decision to hire and following through with the hiring pro-

cess before your customers make the switch.  

 

TOP 10 REASONS WHY 

YOU SHOULD EMPLOY 

PROACTIVE HIRING AT 

YOUR COMPANY  
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2. Enables You to Capitalize on Hot Trends and New Funding in a Changing Market: 

With a proactive approach to hiring, companies can evaluate current trends in 

the market, determine opportunities for expansion based on market trends, and 

make new hires appropriate or capitalizing on hot trends within the Education 

space before heir competitors.  

3. Decreases Your Search Time: By working proactively, companies can anticipate 

their hiring needs and define the requirements for the position in advance to 

jump start the hiring process. By working proactively and making the decision 

early in the process before your pain is felt, teams can work quickly and efficient-

ly evaluate talent, be selective during the hiring process, and close the best sales 

person for their needs. 

4. Decreases Distraction for The Hiring Manager: Hiring is time and energy consum-

ing, and can be even more so for the inexperienced hiring manager. Making a 

decision to hire or not can be a distraction in an of itself; however, the time 

needed to hunt candidates, create an interview schedule, conduct interviews, 

close a candidate, and finally train a new hire can be a great distraction for the 

hiring manager away from their regular day-to-day business. In a proactive ap-

proach, the hiring manager can quickly and efficiently solve a hiring problem and 

decrease the time necessary to focus on and make a hire, allowing the on fact, 

we, at The Renaissance Network, also employ behavioral-based interviews. Be-

havioral-based interviews elicit historic facts from candidates to help us deter-

mine if a candidate has been able to achieve success equivalent to what the new 

role will require.  

5. Invigorates Your Sales Team: Companies looking to proactively hire can take ad-

vantage of the market and beat their competitors to market by making smart, 

systematic adjustments, to beat their competitors to market. Proactive hiring 

invigorates your team, as they know their employers want to grow their busi-

ness.  

6. Allows You to Hunt The Right Candidate for Your Needs: While you may receive 

some great candidates by posting a job on your corporate page or on job boards, 

often the best candidates are not actively looking for a job; instead, they are 

busy closing business for your competitors and are outside of your network. 

These candidates, who we call “hidden” candidates, must be hunted for you by 

us.  
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7. Gives You the Time to Thoroughly Evaluate All Potential Candidates: By proac-

tively hiring, companies can take the time necessary to evaluate their potential 

candidates and uncover their true competencies. The Renaissance Network 

sends our candidates through a three-step interview process, including chrono-

logical and behavioral based interviews and a sales assessment, all conducted on 

separate days by multiple evaluators. We spread these interviews out over the 

course of a few days to gauge personality, fact-check their statements, and eval-

uate the true characteristics of our candidates. Each step must be given the ap-

propriate time to make the right determinations and must be conducted by spe-

cialists who know how to ask the appropriate questions to uncover the best can-

didates.  

8. Increases Your Hiring Success: By hiring proactively, companies will be able to 

consider more candidates and not miss out on candidates who may move on to 

other opportunities if you delay. Companies that are proactively looking to grow 

their business with new talent will have the reputation that they care about 

building their company and are constantly working to improve their teams. Com-

panies consistently looking to improve their business are attractive to the top 

talent in the Education space, and proactive approach to hiring will allow you to 

partner with the best search team to selectively hunt the best candidates direct-

ly for you.  

9. Allows You to Capitalize on a New Hire’s Contacts Quickly: In a proactive ap-

proach to hiring, companies have the capacity to bring on new hires quickly and 

go after their new hire’s contacts. When a candidate comes on board, their pre-

vious employer, who may not have known their employee was taking a new op-

portunity, will be on their heels, and have to now find someone new to fill the 

void on their team in a responsive hiring approach. Your company can take ad-

vantage of this information gathered from the candidate can help you predict if 

he or she will be successful in the new role. When behavioral-based questions 

not only ask about historical data but also how those outcomes were achieved, 

one can use a candidate’s response and how the candidate presents his or her 

response to determine if candidates have the competencies necessary for suc-

cess time lapse by going after your new hire’s contacts quickly before your com-

petitor has a chance to rebuild their team. 

10. Allows You to Beat Competitors to Market: Hiring proactively allows for the natu-

ral adjustment time it takes for a new hire to build their pipeline. Opportunity 

costs associated with waiting will affect your business over the long term; by lim-

iting ramp-up time, proactively hiring companies can see a market impact in a 

quicker, more efficient timeframe, and beat their competitors to market.  

CONTINUED 
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WHY USE THE              

RENAISSANCE            

NETWORK AS YOUR 

TRUSTED SEARCH    

PARTNER  

As the leading Strategic Search Partner for Education and Technology,  The Renais-

sance Network partners with our clients over the long term to help them grow their 

business; because we only work in the Education and Technology space, we have 

the capacity to gauge the market and help guide our clients to make the best hiring 

decisions possible. Even when a company works proactively to hire, they still need 

the services of a Strategic Search Partner A) to best understand the market and B) to 

uncover candidates outside of their reach.  

When we work with our clients we put time and resources into understanding our 

clients needs and the market they are selling into prior to executing a search. This 

allows us to offer our guidance and expertise developing and executing a sales strat-

egy. With over 20 years experience in this niche market, we help our clients develop 

an approach to hiring based with a solid sales strategy as the foundation for their 

growth.  

Once we have helped our clients develop their sales strategy, we then  utilize our 

resources to uncover the best candidates to build our clients’  businesses. We ag-

gressively hunt top talent outside of the reach of our  clients network; we send po-

tential candidates through a multi-step interview process, utilizing the experience 

and knowledge of the industry to determine candidate’s true competencies; and 

then we help our clients close their top candidate, all the while allowing our clients 

to continue focusing on their business rather than putting their time and resources 

towards an internal search process. By partnering with The Renaissance Network, 

we help our clients limit the distraction of a search for their hiring managers, while 

we work to uncover and give you access to the best talent for your needs.  

 


